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Abstract
We present tongue-palate contact (EPG) and acoustic data on English sibilant
assimilation, with a particular focus on the asymmetry arising from the order of
the sibilants. It is generally known that /s#ʃ / sequences may display varying degrees of regressive assimilation in fluent speech, yet for / ʃ #s/ it is widely assumed
that no assimilation takes place, although the empirical content of this assumption
has rarely been investigated nor a clear theoretical explanation proposed. We
systematically compare the two sibilant orders in word-boundary clusters. Our
data show that /s#ʃ / sequences assimilate frequently and this assimilation is strictly
regressive. The assimilated sequence may be indistinguishable from a homorganic
control sequence by our measures, or it can be characterized by measurement
values intermediate to those typical for / ʃ / or /s/. / ʃ #s/ sequences may also show
regressive assimilation, albeit less frequently and to a lesser degree. Assimilated
/ ʃ #s/ sequences are always distinguishable from /s#s/ sequences. In a few cases,
we identify progressive assimilation for / ʃ #s/. We discuss how to account for the
differences in degree of assimilation, and we propose that the order asymmetry
may arise from the different articulatory control structures employed for the two
sibilants in conjunction with phonotactic probability effects.
1.

Introduction

One of the most extensively discussed phenomena of connected speech is the
assimilation of a word-final consonant to a following word-initial consonant, because this tendency of final consonants to lose their identity can be used to explore
topics such as the cross-linguistic distribution of phonological contrast, phonetic
planning, and prosodic structure. However, not all final consonants act alike. There
are systematic differences in assimilation patterns depending on factors such as the
place or manner of the word-final consonant, and indeed the word-initial one. Even
consonants as similar as /s/ and /ʃ/ can be expected to behave differently in wordfinal position. Quite how and why this is so remains contentious, and our current
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study adds to the assimilation literature by investigating in detail how English
sibilant assimilation differs as a function of sibilant order. It is a well known phenomenon that /s#ʃ/ sequences in English, such as in the phrase Paris show, frequently assimilate in fluent speech to a form similar to [ ʃʃ ], so this ordering of the
sibilants has been well studied. But because it is believed that the opposite order of
sibilants, /ʃ#s/ (e.g., fish soup), does not assimilate in the same fashion, or at all,
this ordering has only rarely been discussed. Indeed, it is simply not known
whether there is any significant assimilation at all in the latter case, and if so, how
it patterns.
A further goal of our study is to shed light on the cognitive and physical aspects
of assimilation. English sibilant assimilation has featured prominently in the debate on how cognitive planning of spoken language should be characterized to
account for the variety of assimilation patterns observed. Two overall different approaches to assimilation are thereby usually pitted against each other. In nonlinear
approaches to phonology such as Autosegmental Phonology or Feature Geometry,
assimilation occurs when a distinctive feature (or subset of features) within a segment changes to agree with the feature(s) of an adjacent segment. This is achieved
through linking and de-linking of features (Goldsmith 1976; Clements 1985; McCarthy 1988). In this type of model, assimilation is by definition a categorical replacement process which happens prior to and independently of the computation
of the physical properties of the utterance. Articulatory and acoustic recordings of
assimilated sequences have shown, however, that this is not necessarily correct:
For example, in English [ ʃ#j] sequences such as miss you can be pronounced as
[mıʃ ju] in connected speech. Articulatorily and acoustically, the assimilated [ ʃ ]
differs from an underlying /ʃ/. This has been taken to mean that this [ ʃ ]-like pronunciation is caused by the tongue tip gesture for /s/ and the tongue body raising
gesture for /j/ sliding into each other; the gestures temporally overlap. The assimilated fricative is then a blend of the two overlapping targets /s, j/ (Browman and
Goldstein 1990b; Zsiga 1995). For lexically derived forms, however, such as impression, Zsiga finds no evidence of the sibilant arising from a coproduction of
/s#j/ gestures. She therefore proposes that assimilation in lexically derived forms
arises through symbolic (de)linking of features, while postlexical assimilation
arises from gestural overlap (for further discussion see also Scobbie 1995).
On the gestural overlap account of assimilation as first proposed by Browman
and Goldstein within their Articulatory Phonology framework (Browman and
Goldstein 1990a, 1992; Goldstein, Byrd, and Saltzman 2006), fluent speech phenomena such as (apparent) deletions, assimilation, and weakening are all traced
back to a single underlying principle: different degrees of gestural overlap, which
may or may not be accompanied by a partially reduced articulation of the overlapped gesture. Depending on the particular articulators employed by the over
lapping gestures, different consequences are observed. The gestural approach
therefore predicts precisely the intermediate and gradient renditions of assimilated sequences that the autosegmental approach is not able to account for in a
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straightforward fashion. However, other data pose greater problems for the gestural model. Several studies have shown that assimilation can be complete1: The
assimilated gestures may be consistently not produced, as predicted by the symbolic (de-)linking account. For example, for Korean, Son et al. (2007) showed that
in word-medial /pk/ clusters, the /p/ is either fully present or not produced at all
( but see Jun 1996). Similarly, the tongue tip gesture for word-final alveolar /n/ in
Castilian Spanish (e.g., diga[n] → diga[m] paja) is fully reduced and the lip aperture gesture is temporally extended (Honorof 1999). Yet matters are more complex
than that, since complete assimilation only occurs when there is a following noncoronal; for following coronals, a blended output is observed, in line with the
gestural overlap approach. Also Korean coronals in coronal+stop clusters ( /tp, tk/ )
were shown to reduce completely in most, but gradiently in some of the cases, with
the occurrence of reduction varying as a function of speaking rate (Kochetov and
Pouplier 2008). While cases of consistent and complete assimilation might be
understood from a diachronic perspective in that a formerly gradient, fluent-speech
assimilation process has become lexicalized and is independent of postlexical factors such as speech rate which usually condition gradient assimilation, there are
studies demonstrating that such an account falls short of a complete explanation.
Complete and gradient assimilations coexist in connected speech for the same
lexical items and for the same speaker. Ellis and Hardcastle (2002) investigated
/n#k/ sequences in English and found that some speakers produced an assimilatory
continuum between [nk] and [ŋk], while others showed a binary opposition
between unassimilated [nk] or fully assimilated [ŋk], with no evidence for a nonvelar target contributing to the output articulation. Other studies describe a similar
range of speaker behaviour, and assimilation patterns consonant with a symbolic
linking-delinking view have emerged side-by-side with gradient assimilation and
gestural hiding and blending phenomena (for example, Barry 1991; Nolan 1999;
Kühnert and Hoole 2004; Kochetov and Pouplier 2008).
In this context, the particular characteristics of /s#ʃ/ assimilation have received
considerable attention in an exchange between Nolan et al. and Browman ( Nolan
1992; Browman 1995; Nolan, Holst, and Kühnert 1996), see also Zsiga (1995).
Nolan et al. have contested Browman and Goldstein’s claim that assimilation in
connected speech arises exclusively from the spatio-temporal overlap of gestures.
Nolan et al. demonstrated that English /s#ʃ/ assimilation can in some ( but not all)
cases render a categorical assimilation to /ʃ#ʃ/. They assume this assimilation to be
categorical because an analysis of the assimilated fricative sequence in terms of
tongue-palate contact data (EPG) does not show any trace of a blended /s#ʃ/ articulation, as would be expected from overlapping articulatory gestures and is indistinguishable from an underlying /ʃ/. There may be other differences that were
not measured, but since the theoretical debate is at the level of the coronal place
feature or gesture, this point is generally not explored further. Indeed, the authors
place a lot of emphasis on the fact that the global acoustic duration of these
assimilated sibilant sequences is significantly longer than that of a corresponding
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Figure 1. S
 chematic illustration of how assimilation arising from gestural overlap may lead to a
shortened duration of the assimilated sequence in the gestural score.

singleton sibilant in a nonassimilating control sequence. Therefore, so the authors
conclude, the assimilation in these cases has to arise from a cognitive restructuring
of discrete symbolic representations, not from the physical overlap of articulations. This interpretation is somewhat problematic because, among other reasons,
it cannot be excluded that the physical overlap may only be complete in terms of
tongue-palate contact, and incomplete elsewhere in ways not measurable with
EPG. Further, it is not obvious to what extent durational differences between the
assimilated sequence and a control singleton should be used to come to conclusions about the nature of the assimilation mechanism. From a gestural perspective,
the general premise is indeed that, all else being equal, the duration of a cluster
should decrease with increasing assimilation (i.e., increasing overlap). Why this is
so is schematically illustrated in Figure 1.
Yet the problem with surface duration measurements is, of course, that ‘all else
being equal’ may very well not hold, and any number of factors may contribute to
differences in duration between non-assimilating /ps#p/ or /p#ʃ/ (“claps Paul”,
“clap Shaun”) and assimilated /ps#ʃ/ (“claps Shaun”) sequences. Whatever the
details of the phonological formalism, it is usually assumed that a limited number
of categorically-distinct options are available from a symbolic, linking and de
linking of features perspective (though see Scobbie 1995). Under the simplest
account, the spreading feature comes to occupy two symbolic timing slots, hence
a longer duration of an assimilated sequence would be predicted.2 However, the
number of factors influencing the surface duration of a segment or sequence of
segments are many. Subsequent phonetic studies have borne out that featurespreading is an over-simplistic analysis if the full range of assimilation patterns is
to be accounted for, and have found support for a more complex range of gestural
behaviours. Jun (2004), for instance, postulates in his account of Korean /tk → kk/
place assimilation that gestural reduction is accompanied by temporal extension
of the unreduced velar gesture. Kochetov and Pouplier (2008) confirm that in
Korean assimilated /kk/ sequences (with no residual tongue tip gesture), the dorsal
gesture may be extended in time and have a similar duration to an underlying /kk/
sequence. However, for assimilated /tp → pp/ sequences, the assimilated /pp/
sequence was shorter compared to an underlying /pp/ sequence. Kühnert and
Hoole (2004) find that underlying sequences of two identical segments may be
as short as singleton consonants; hence it is unclear whether the duration of a
singleton consonant is an appropriate reference duration from which the underly-
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ing assimilation mechanisms can be inferred. Nolan et al. (1996) focused their
theoretical conclusions exclusively on the existence and characteristics of completely assimilated tokens (since those were their main point of interest at the
time), and only reported results from those tokens. However, a highly interesting
aspect neglected in that debate is the coexistence of gradient and categorical
effects in assimilation, since neither a feature spreading nor a gestural overlap
account straightforwardly accommodates the range of phenomena observed. Completely assimilated tokens form part of a distribution, and one question to be
answered is whether such distributions arise from two discrete and distinct mechanisms (phonetic and phonological) or from the varied and potentially discontin
uous parameterisation of a single mechanism, which may perhaps be seen as
spanning both theoretical levels.
Another interesting aspect of this class of assimilations is the manner asymmetry: Coronal stops are generally more likely to assimilate, while fricatives are less
likely to assimilate. Neither a gestural overlap nor a nonlinear phonological account of place assimilation makes inherent predictions about why manner matters.
Much attention has been paid in the literature to differences between consonant
classes, especially on the ‘special’ status of coronal stops as targets, but not triggers of place assimilation. Word-final coronals are likely to assimilate in place to a
following non-coronal stop, but word-final non-coronals do not assimilate to a following coronal stop. Also in this context, sibilants present a very interesting case:
In English, /s, ʃ/ are both considered to be coronal fricatives, phonologically at
least. They both are very similar in place and manner and yet show differences in
coarticulatory behaviour. This is quite different from the case of stops, for which
the different places of articulation that show assimilatory asymmetries are spaced
quite far apart in the vocal tract.3
Asymmetries in assimilation patterns have been approached from two overall
perspectives, one articulatory (resistance to coarticulation), the other perceptual,
both of which we shall briefly summarize in turn. In the resistance to coarticulation
research paradigm (Recasens, Fontdevila, and Pallarès 1992; Recasens 2006; Recasens and Espinosa 2009), differences in coarticulatory and assimilatory behaviour have been attributed to differences in tongue body control. This latter factor is
seen as the main predictor of the extent to which consonants are influenced by their
neighbours. Those consonants that do not control the tongue body, such as coronals, are least resistant to coarticulation and exert the least coarticulatory influence
on neighbouring consonants (they show the least coarticulatory aggression). Also
manner and any conflicting demands on the articulators involved may impact coarticulation resistance. Work by Recasens et al. (1997) shows that both sibilants,
although differing in tongue body articulation, are highly coarticulation resistant,
presumably due to their manner. Given these results, an asymmetry between /s#ʃ/
and /ʃ#s/ is unexpected.
Another account for asymmetries in assimilation patterns has been put forward
from a perceptual perspective (among others, Kohler 1990; Ohala 1990; Jun 1995;
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Steriade 2001, 2009). It has been proposed that assimilation is most likely for the
least perceptible consonants in perceptually weakest structural positions. Fricatives do not assimilate where stops do because fricatives are perceptually more
salient. Also the regressive nature of assimilation is seen as falling out from perceptual factors, since word-final sounds are less perceptually salient compared to
word-initial sounds. Their importance for lexical access may further stabilize
word-initial sounds. None of the perceptual accounts of assimilation tackle the
asymmetries between /s/ and /ʃ/ though, since both consonants are assumed to be
perceptually among the most salient segments.
We are aware of only two published studies that explicitly investigate both
orders of sibilants. Perkell et al. (Perkell, Boyce, and Stevens 1979) report, in a
short communication, a study of both /ʃ#s/ and /s#ʃ/ sequences. The authors employ acoustic measurements as well as a measurement of tongue tip contact with a
pair of electrodes fixed to the inner aspect of the lower alveolar ridge. Contact can
be observed in /s#s/ but generally not for /ʃ#ʃ/ control sequences (cf. also Perkell
et al. 2004). In terms of these measures, /ʃ#s/ sequences can clearly be identified as
a sequence of two sibilants, but /s#ʃ/ sequences can be identical to /ʃ#ʃ/ sequences.
The only other published study that investigates both /s#ʃ/ and /ʃ#s/ sequences is
by Niebuhr et al. for French ( Niebuhr, Lancia, and Meunier 2008). They report
that, similarly to English, there is a bias towards /ʃ/ in sibilant assimilation, but
French shows a /ʃ/ bias in both /s#ʃ/ and /ʃ#s/ sequences. That is, assimilation takes
either progressive or regressive directionality so that it always leads to assimilation towards /ʃ/, although regressive assimilation is stronger than progressive
assimilation.
In sum, a detailed study of sibilant assimilation including both /s#ʃ/ and /ʃ#s/
sequences is an ideal testing ground for different theoretical accounts of assimilation. The goals of our current study are thus twofold. For one, we focus on the
apparent asymmetry of assimilation conditioned by the order of the sibilants. We
compare the assimilatory patterns for /s#ʃ/ and /ʃ#s/ sequences and investigate
whether /ʃ#s/ sequences show any signs of regressive (or, potentially, progressive)
assimilation. Secondly, our data speak to the debate of gradient versus complete
nature of assimilation by offering a more comprehensive analysis of English sibilant assimilation compared to earlier studies.
2.

Method

2.1. Experimental setup and design
We recorded electropalatographic (EPG) tongue-palate contact data sampled at
200 Hz by means of an Articulate Instruments multichannel WinEPG system.
Acoustic data were simultaneously recorded and sampled at 48 kHz. We recorded
ten speakers, all of them staff at Queen Margaret University, Edinburgh, and in
possession of an individually-fitted EPG palate with 62 electrodes. All are native
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Table 1. Stimuli recorded for the present experiment.
Condition

Cluster

Set
PARIS/ PARISH

MISS/ FISH

CAPS/CASH4

heterorganic conditions

s#ʃ
ʃ #s

Paris show
parish soap

Miss Shoe
fish soup

caps shares
cash Sarah’s

homorganic conditions

s#s
ʃ #ʃ

Paris soap
parish show

Miss Soup
fish shoe

caps saplings
cash shares

speakers of English as spoken in Great Britain. The speakers differed as to whether
they spoke Standard Southern British English (SSBE, “EN” subjects) or Scottishaccented Standard English (SSE, “SC” subjects), even though dialectal differences
were not explicitly targeted by our experimental design. All of our speakers were
very experienced in speaking with an EPG palate; they also wore their EPG palates
for at least half an hour before the recording time. One speaker’s palate had a different design (SC5) from the others, but since we are only comparing relative differences to each individual speaker’s typical /s/ or /ʃ/ patterns, this does not affect
our analyses.
Speakers were familiarised with the stimulus sentences before the recording
session. Sentences were presented on a screen, one at a time, in four pseudo-
randomised blocks, the same for each subject. Our speakers were naïve as to the
research questions addressed by the experiment, with the exception of SC1, the
last author. Materials consisted of words ending and beginning in the sibilants /s/
and /ʃ/, rendering two homorganic ( /s#s/, /ʃ#ʃ/ ) and two heterorganic cluster conditions ( /s#ʃ/, /ʃ#s/ ). The sibilant sequences were recorded in three different “sets”
(see Table 1) which differed in the quality of the surrounding vowels. The target
words were embedded in carrier phrases, such as “The Paris show is now open.”
The sentences were embedded in stimulus material for a different experiment focusing on laterals that was recorded at the same time (Scobbie and Pouplier 2010).
Overall, the experiment was designed to elicit 48 tokens per subject, with
four sequences ( /s#s/, /ʃ#ʃ/, /s#ʃ/, /ʃ#s/ ) × three sets (CAPS/CASH, MISS/ FISH,
PARIS/ PARISH ) × four repetitions. Due to technical problems during data collection there are slightly fewer tokens for some speakers; notably SC1 completed
only three repetitions. Overall 17 tokens were lost, leaving a total of 463 tokens
across subjects.
2.2. Data analysis methods
The acoustic signal was hand segmented for the entire intervocalic sibilant interval
for all conditions. All EPG and acoustic analyses are based on these acoustic sibilant intervals. We automatically calculated the 25%, 50%, and 75% time points for
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Figure 2. A
 verage EPG contact pattern at the acoustic midpoint for speaker EN1, for the homorganic
conditions from the PARIS/ PARISH set. / ʃ #ʃ / is on the left, /s#s/ on the right. Numbers
present percent contact for each electrode.

each interval and used these as primary analysis timepoints, but we also present
dynamic analyses across the sibilant intervals.
To analyse the EPG data we developed a normalization procedure based on
Gusik and Harrington (2007). We created a normalized EPG index so that each
palatogram could be evaluated on a scale ranging from −1 to 1, with −1 being the
most extreme value for a typical /ʃ/ and 1 being the most extreme value for a
typical /s/. This procedure was carried out as follows, separately for each subject
and each set (to take into consideration the different vowel environments). For
each speaker we calculated the (across-repetition) average contact per electrode at
the acoustic midpoint of the control conditions /ʃ#ʃ/ and /s#s/. This rendered a
typical /s/ and a typical /ʃ/ contact pattern for a given speaker and set, based on the
four repetitions of each control sentence; see Figure 2 for an example. A difference
pattern was then created by subtracting for each electrode the value of the /ʃ/ pattern from the value of the /s/ pattern. For each electrode that displays a high contact
value for /s/ but not for /ʃ/, a large positive number will result, and a large negative
number in cases in which the contact for /ʃ/ substantially exceeds the one for /s/.
For contacts that are very similar or the same in /s/ and /ʃ/, a value of zero or a
small value (positive or negative) will result in the corresponding cell in the difference pattern. The entire difference pattern was then normalized by dividing each
cell’s value in the pattern by the sum of the absolute values of the pattern as a
whole. For each target palatogram (e.g., the palatogram at the 25% timepoint of the
/s#ʃ/ condition of a particular token), a sum was computed over all electrodes
in which each contacted electrode contributes its value in the difference pattern
directly, and in which each uncontacted electrode contributes the negative of its
value in the difference pattern. The result is, for each EPG sample, a value between
−1 and 1 with −1 being maximally ʃ-like and 1 being maximally s-like.
In order to quantify differences in assimilatory patterns, we use the distributional properties of the homorganic conditions to identify ‘gradient’ and ‘complete’ assimilations at the 25% timepoint. Any token from the heterorganic C1#C2
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condition more than two standard deviations from the corresponding homorganic
C1 control mean is identified as assimilated. If tokens are more than 2 SDs from
both (C1 and C2) control means they are classified as gradiently assimilated. If
they are more than 2 SDs from their appropriate C1 control mean, and less than 2
SDs from the other (C2) control mean, they are considered completely assimilated
(see endnote 2 on the meaning of complete). The means and their SDs were computed separately for each speaker, collapsing across sets. Therefore the mean and
SD are computed based on 12 tokens for each of the sibilants per subject. The 2SD
threshold is of course an operational criterion only. It serves as a classification tool
that enables us to quantify differences in articulatory patterns across subjects and
conditions; see Kochetov and Pouplier (2008) for a similar procedure.
As is well known, sibilants show differential characteristics in the spectral properties of the frication noise. /ʃ/ is characterized by a concentration of energies at
lower frequencies in the spectrum due to the more posterior constriction, possibly
enhanced by lip rounding. For the acoustic analysis we calculated spectra for each
cluster (continuously and at each analysis timepoint) using the multi-taper method
(Thomson 1982; see Chitoran and Iskarous 2008 for an application to speech data).
It is a known problem for the analysis of fricatives that there is a high variance in
the spectral shape from one window to the next due to the stochastic quality of the
fricative noise. We decided to alleviate the problem using a Matlab implementation of Thomson’s multi-taper method. Instead of calculating a spectrum from a
single time window, this method uses the weighted average of, in our case, seven
orthogonal windows (discrete prolate spheroidal sequences). In the Matlab function pmtm this corresponds to the default value of 4 for the time-bandwidth product. The audio data were downsampled to 24 kHz. The window length used was
21.3 ms (512 points at 24 kHz) and was moved across the entire utterance with
75% overlap. This method is equivalent to using a 375 Hz filter bandwidth.
The quantification of the spectral differences between the sibilants proceeded in
analogy to the calculation of the normalised EPG index (each EPG frame can be
considered as a vector of 62 values, just as each spectrum consists of a vector of,
e.g., 256 values), but differed in the arithmetic details because for spectra it is not
possible to exploit the restriction of EPG patterns to values of 0 and 1. First, reference patterns for /s/ and /ʃ/ were computed on the basis of spectra taken at the
temporal midpoint of the homorganic control conditions. For the following index
calculation the frequency region from 1 kHz to 11 kHz was used. For each timepoint and utterance the Euclidean distance of the spectral slice from each of these
two reference patterns was calculated. To reduce the influence of overall changes
in the signal level, the average value over the given frequency region was subtracted from the measured and reference spectra before computing these Euclidean
distances. The final index value was then computed by dividing the Euclidean
distance from the ʃ-reference by the sum of the two Euclidean distances, subtracting 0.5 and multiplying by 2, giving as for the EPG index values ranging from −1
(most /ʃ/ like) to +1 (most /s/ like).5
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Table 2. Means and SDs for the EPG index of the homorganic conditions.
Set

Timepoint

ʃ#ʃ

s#s

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

CAPS/CASH

25
50
75

−.79
−.86
−.87

.03
.02
.03

.88
.90
.82

.02
.01
.05

MISS/ FISH

25
50
75

−.77
−.88
−.85

.03
.01
.02

.78
.88
.84

.03
.01
.03

PARIS/ PARISH

25
50
75

−.79
−.87
−.84

.03
.01
.02

.69
.87
.89

.04
.02
.02

3.

Results

3.1. Spatial index analysis
Our primary question concerns how the two consonants influence each other
depending on their order. In order to adequately assess whether the heterorganic
conditions show assimilation, it is important to consider the range of variability
exhibited by the homorganic cluster conditions with respect to our measures employed. For the EPG index measure, Table 2 gives the means and standard deviations for the homorganic conditions by set at the three analysis timepoints. As a
reminder, we expect values approaching 1 for /s/ and values approximating −1 for
/ʃ/. The sibilants are clearly separated by our analysis method, and the values are
as expected. A repeated measures ANOVA with the factors Cluster ( /s#s/, /ʃ#ʃ/ ),
Set (CAPS/CASH, MISS/ FISH, PARIS/ PARISH) and Timepoint (25, 50, 75)
showed significant differences for the main factor Cluster (F(1,9) = 3546.3,
p < .01), but not for the factors Set (F(2,18) = 1.78, p = .2) and Timepoint
(F(2,18) < 1). The ANOVA confirms that our EPG index difference metric is successful in separating out the two sibilants and that the data can be collapsed across
sets. Where informative, by-set data will still be given. We also tested for dialectal
differences in the control conditions, collapsed across analysis timepoints and sets,
for our two dialectal speaker groups. Mann-Whitney-U tests conducted separately
for the two sibilants were not significant ( /s/: Z = −.313, p = .75; /ʃ/: Z = −.522,
p = .602); therefore, dialect will not be a factor in our further analyses.
Figure 3 gives the histograms for the EPG index data at all three timepoints,
collapsed across sets and across subjects. The data at each analysis timepoint were
grouped into 10 equally spaced histogram bins. The values on the x-axis indicate
the centres of the bins. Note that the controls are identical in the left and right columns, since for both sibilant sequences, the same /s#s/ and /ʃ#ʃ/ sentences were
used as controls.
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Figure 3. C
 omparison of the EPG index for the heterorganic clusters and the homorganic control
conditions. / ʃ #s/ is compared in the left panels, /s#ʃ / in the right. The three analysis timepoints are shown top to bottom. EPG index values are allocated to 10 equally spaced bins.
Tick labels on the x-axis indicate bin centres.

We first concentrate our analysis on the 25% timepoint. At the 25% timepoint
for a /ʃ#s/ sequence (top left panel of Figure 3), we expect, if there is no assimilation, values approximating −1, since the /ʃ/-portion of the heterorganic fricative
sequence can be expected to be /ʃ/-like. Vice versa, for a /s#ʃ/ sequence (top right
panel of Figure 3), we would for unassimilated sequences expect values approximating 1 at the 25% timepoint, since this corresponds to the /s/-portion of the
fricative sequence. Table 3 shows the means for the four conditions for the 25% timepoint across subjects.
At the 25% timepoint, we see that /ʃ#s/ tokens are closer to the /ʃ#ʃ/ tokens, although the histogram distribution (Figure 3) extends more to the right. On average,
/ʃ#s/ indices are negative, even though clearly distinct from the homorganic /ʃ#ʃ/
cluster. Few tokens make contact with the edges of the /s#s/ distribution. The distribution of the /s#ʃ/ tokens looks remarkably similar showing high degrees of
early regressive assimilation. The majority of tokens are closer to the /ʃ#ʃ/ distri
bution rather than the positive values characteristic for the /s#s/ distribution. Also
the mean EPG index is very close in value to the one seen for /ʃ#s/. A repeated
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Table 3. Means and SDs for the EPG index at the 25% timepoint by cluster.
EPG Index at the 25% Timepoint
Cluster

Mean

SD

ʃ#s
ʃ#ʃ
s#s
s#ʃ

−.47
−.78
.80
−.38

.33
.14
.15
.49

measures ANOVA was conducted with the factor Cluster containing the four levels
/s#s/, /ʃ#ʃ/, /s#ʃ/, and /ʃ#s/. The main effect was significant (F(3,27) = 116.5,
p < .01). Bonferroni-corrected comparisons of the means show that /s#ʃ/ and /ʃ#s/
do not differ significantly from each other at the 25% timepoint. /s#ʃ/ differs
significantly from its control condition /s#s/ ( p < .001), but also differs from
/ʃ#ʃ/ ( p = .021). Likewise /ʃ#s/: The cluster differs significantly from both /s#s/
( p < .001) and /ʃ#ʃ/ ( p = .001). Overall, at 25% /ʃ#s/ is still relatively closer to the
/ʃ#ʃ/ distribution, but it nonetheless differs from the control condition early on
in the sibilant cluster, displaying assimilation. /s#ʃ/ displays strong regressive
assimilation towards /ʃ/ at the 25% timepoint. /ʃ#s/ displays some regressive
assimilation, albeit to a lesser degree.
Categorizing tokens operationally based on our assimilation metric, using index
thresholds of 2 standard deviations (see Methods), we obtain the results displayed
in Figure 4. Only assimilated tokens are included in the figure. The results are
given in percentage of tokens per subject falling into the gradient and complete
categories (recall that some subjects recorded fewer repetitions than others). If all
tokens were recorded successfully, 100% represents 12 tokens, as detailed in the
Methods section. We will present other, non-categorical analyses of assimilation
degree and the dynamics of change further below.
All speakers show at least some assimilated tokens, and in both sibilant orders.
/ʃ#s/ sequences differ from /s#ʃ/ sequences, because the former show almost exclusively gradiently assimilated tokens, and overall a lower rate of assimilation. Just
three /ʃ#s/ tokens (3%) are completely assimilated (EN3, SC2), while 58% of tokens are gradiently assimilated. /s#ʃ/ shows on average 48% gradient assimilation,
and a remarkable 44% of tokens fall into the complete assimilation category. There
are some interspeaker differences, however: EN3 shows almost exclusively complete assimilation while EN1 and EN2 show gradient assimilation only. A chisquare test was conducted to test whether the type of assimilation observed depends on the order of sibilants. The contingency table for the percent data across
subjects is given in Table 4. The chi-square test was significant (χ2(2) = 29.4,
p < .001). The percentages in Table 4 indicate that the significant result stems from
the differences in the complete and no assimilation categories, in which the two
sibilant orders exhibit almost opposite behaviour.
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Figure 4. P
 ercentage of tokens categorized as complete (striped bars) or gradient ( filled bars) assimilations. / ʃ #s/ sequences are at the top, /s#ʃ / sequences at the bottom. Unassimilated
tokens are not shown; therefore, percentages do not add up to 100.
Table 4. Contingency table for assimilation type and sibilant order.
order

% gradient

% complete

% no assimilation

s#ʃ
ʃ#s

24
29

22
1

4
19
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Table 5. Normalized spectral difference values (Acoustic index) for the homorganic clusters by set.
Set

Timepoint

ʃ#ʃ

s#s

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

CAPS/CASH

25
50
75
Average

−.49
−.57
−.50
−.52

.12
.10
.09
.11

.40
.54
.43
.46

.15
.08
.13
.14

MISS/ FISH

25
50
75
Average

−.45
−.57
−.49
−.51

.12
.12
.12
.13

.43
.53
.45
.47

.15
.13
.12
.14

PARIS/ PARISH

25
50
75
Average

−.48
−.59
−.50
−.52

.13
.13
.15
.14

.43
.53
.44
.46

.14
.08
.12
.13

Average

25
50
75
Average

−.47
−.58
−.50
−.52

.12
.12
.12
.13

.42
.53
.44
.46

.15
.10
.12
.13

3.2. Acoustic analysis
For the acoustic analysis, again the first step has to be a confirmation that our measure for discriminating the sibilants spectrally separates the homorganic conditions
sufficiently. Table 5 gives for the Acoustic index the means and standard deviations across speakers for each set at the three timepoints. A repeated measures
ANOVA with the within-subjects factors Cluster ( /ʃ#ʃ/, /s#s/ ), Set (CAPS/CASH,
MISS/ FISH, PARIS/ PARISH) and Timepoint (25, 50, 75) was conducted. The
main effect Cluster was significant (F(1,9) = 308.24, p < .001). Neither Set
(F(2,18) < 1) nor Timepoint (F(2,18) < 1) reached significance. As for the EPG
data, the Cluster effect shows that our measure successfully separates the two
homorganic conditions from each other.6
The acoustics confirm the pattern we have observed for the articulatory data.
/s#ʃ/ sequences show a strong tendency for regressive assimilation at the 25%
analysis timepoint, while /ʃ#s/ sequences show some regressive assimilation, but
to a much lesser degree. For the histograms in Figure 5, again the data were divided into ten equally spaced bins at each analysis timepoint and bin centres are
marked on the x-axis.
We now turn to the other measurement timepoints. If tokens are produced without assimilation, we expect that over the course of time, for /ʃ#s/ clusters, values
should shift from closer to −1 at 25% to closer to 1 at 75%. Vice versa, for a /s#ʃ/
cluster, they should move from closer to −1 at 25% to closer to 1 at 75%. At the
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Figure 5. C
 omparison of the Acoustic index for the heterorganic clusters and the homorganic control
conditions. / ʃ #s/ is compared in the left panels, /s#ʃ / in the right. The three analysis timepoints are shown top to bottom. Acoustic index values are allocated to ten equally spaced
bins. Tick labels on the x-axis indicate bin centres.

50% timepoint predominantly intermediate values are expected, around zero. Concerning /ʃ#s/, the histograms in the second rows of Figure 3 and Figure 5 evidence
a clear change between the 25% and 50% timepoints with tokens migrating
towards 1. For /s#ʃ/, on the other hand, not much change is evident. If tokens are
already assimilated at 25%, they will not display much change throughout the
sibilant s equence.
Note that another difference between the two sequences becomes apparent. For
/ʃ#s/, there are some tokens which are still strongly at the /ʃ/ end of the continuum, suggesting the possibility of progressive assimilation. Investigation of the
75% timepoint (third rows of Figure 3, Figure 5) will shed further light on this
issue. As expected, /s#ʃ/ sequences do not show much further movement at the
75% timepoint. /ʃ#s/ sequences on the other hand have shown a clear change in
distribution from predominantly to the left to predominantly to the right. Note
that there are a handful of tokens that display progressive assimilation: At the
75% timepoint, their index values are negative, one token remains within the
control distribution of /ʃ/. Note also that more tokens, although positive, are still
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close to zero. Comparing this to the /s#ʃ/ sequence, we see a different picture:
very few tokens are close to zero, all are below zero and mostly close to the /ʃ/
controls.
3.3. Dynamic analysis
The analyses so far have revealed that overall, both /s#ʃ/ and /ʃ#s/ assimilate; they
differ significantly from both control conditions at the 25% timepoint. Moreover,
the /s#ʃ/ condition shows a stronger degree of assimilation because more tokens
are in the /ʃ/ control distribution at the 25% timepoint, and the distribution between
/s/ and /ʃ/ becomes continuous. For the /ʃ#s/ sequence, some tokens show a tendency towards more positive values, but overall the assimilation is not as strong.
The analysis of the timepoints shows that /ʃ#s/ sequences generally show a more
dynamic pattern compared to /s#ʃ/ sequences. For the former, many tokens move
from a /ʃ/- to a /s/-typical value. For the latter, many tokens are /ʃ/-typical to begin
with and become more /ʃ/-typical, if they show any change at all.
This leads to our next point in the analysis, the dynamic aspect of the pattern
changes. Do tokens that show in-between values at the 25% timepoint move towards more extreme values or do these articulations retain an ‘intermediate’ value
throughout the sibilant interval? We first discuss the range of change for EPG
index values between the 25% and 75% timepoints before showing a series of
time-aligned ensemble averages further below. We show in Figure 6 the EPG index

Figure 6. S
 catterplot with data from all subjects showing the range of the EPG index between the 25
and the 75% timepoints plotted against the EPG index at the 25% timepoint.
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value at the 25% timepoint plotted against range of change between the 25% and
75% timepoint (the EPG index at the 25% timepoint was subtracted from the index
at the 75% timepoint for each token). This allows us to assess to what degree
tokens migrate along the continuum. If articulations do not change, they will be
along the horizontal zero line. The maximal value of change is 2 or −2, respectively, since a token can maximally change between the values −1 and 1. Recall
that at the 25% timepoint, plotted along the abscissa, we expect unassimilated /ʃ#s/
clusters to approximate −1, while /s#ʃ/ clusters should approximate 1. As already
discussed, /s#ʃ/ shows many assimilated tokens at the 25% timepoint, and while
/ʃ#s/ sequences also show some assimilation, they do so to a lesser degree. Thus
both sibilant sequences have mostly negative values, clustering on the left of the
chart. The more strongly assimilated tokens, for both clusters, have a tendency to
be close to the horizontal zero line.
Figure 6 shows that for /s#ʃ/ clusters, tokens with an index value of less than 0.5
at the 25% timepoint, show very little or no change at all (those points on or close
to the horizontal zero line). Also ‘intermediate’ productions may not exhibit a large
range of change, although there is a clear tendency for less assimilated tokens to
show more change. No tokens of the /ʃ#s/ sequence have a range of zero, but three
tokens having an index greater than 0.5 approximate the horizontal zero line.
These tokens are of particular interest here, since they could be said to display a
degree of assimilation comparable to that typically and frequently observed for
/s#ʃ/. These three tokens are all parish soap tokens from two speakers (SC2, EN3).
Auditory analysis and visual inspection of the spectrogram for these three tokens
reveal that they were not totally neutralised with Paris soap: They have a very
brief more /ʃ/-like portion just preceding our 25% analysis timepoint. As an
example, Figure 7 displays the spectrogram for speaker EN3 with the 25% analysis
timepoint marked by a thick line.

Figure 7. S
 pectrogram of EN3 parish soap with 25% analysis timepoint marked by the thick vertical
line.
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Figure 8. T
 ime-normalized EPG index for EN3, / ʃ #s/ sequences by set. The parish soap tokens discussed in the main text are in the bottom panel (set PARIS/PARISH) and marked by arrows.

We moved our analysis timepoint back to 15% for these three tokens and found
that the auditorily /ʃ/-like portion at the beginning of the fricative sequence is articulatorily intermediate between the two sibilants. The token displayed in Figure
7, for instance, has an EPG index value of −0.14. The other two tokens show
values closer to /s/: 0.44 (EN3) and 0.42 (SC2). In Figures 8 and 9 we show timenormalized EPG indices over the course of the sibilant interval for all /ʃ#s/ repetitions for these two speakers, and for reference the ensemble averages for the homorganic conditions. We present the data for all sets to give an impression of the
range of variation observed for /ʃ#s/ sequences. Time-normalization was performed separately for each subject and each target sentence. For the four repetitions of a target sentence by a given subject, the average sibilant interval duration
was calculated. The repetition that was closest in duration to this average served as
the basis to which the other three repetitions were time-aligned. The graphs show
the average time-normalized contact pattern for the homorganic conditions with
/ʃ#ʃ/ being the bottom dotted line with typical values around −1, and /s#s/ the top
dotted line with values around 1. For /ʃ#s/, each individual repetition is shown, separately for each set (since time-normalization was performed separately for each
target sentence). The figures show that these assimilated tokens are characterized
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Figure 9. T
 ime-normalized EPG index for SC2, / ʃ #s/ sequences by set. The parish soap token discussed in the main text is marked in the bottom panel (set PARIS/PARISH).

by a short /ʃ/-like contact phase at the beginning, but display a very early and rapid
change to /s/-typical values: The tokens display strong regressive assimilation.
At this point we also have a closer look at the /ʃ#s/ tokens that seem to display
progressive assimilation such that the index value at the 75% point is still negative.
We can see in Figures 10 and 11 that this is the case for one cash Sarah’s token
(CAPS/CASH set) and for one fish soup token (MISS/ FISH set), the latter still
remaining within the /ʃ/ control distribution. Now we extend our analysis timepoint to later in time, to 85%. The cash Sarah’s token by SC3 shows an EPG value
of −0.15 at 75% and at 85% a value of −0.1 (Figure 10, top panel). The other token,
fish soup (MISS/ FISH set) by EN5, has at 75% a value of −0.54 and at 85% a value
of −0.09 (Figure 11, middle panel). The time-normalized plots reveal differences
for these two tokens relative to the other repetitions for the respective subject. For
speaker SC3 (Figure 10), in the top panel the line marked with an arrow as showing progressive assimilation (the green line in the color version of this Figure)
moves gradually toward a more /s/ like value, but fails to ever approach typical /s/
values. Hence this token displays progressive assimilation. Also two of the other
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Figure 10. T
 ime-normalized EPG index for SC3, / ʃ #s/ sequences by set. The token showing progressive assimilation discussed in the text is marked by an arrow.

repetitions in Figure 10 undershoot the /s/ target. For speaker EN5 (Figure 11,
middle panel), a different picture becomes apparent. We see a rapid shift from
a /ʃ/- to a /s/-like pattern. The speaker produces a rather long /ʃ/ compared to
the other conditions and then changes very rapidly towards /s/, although under
shooting the target considerably resulting in a /s/ production intermediate between
the /s/ and /ʃ/ reference values.
The time-aligned EPG index curves revealed that /ʃ#s/ tokens with a strong degree of assimilation at the 25% interval still may show a short, relatively less or
unassimilated portion of the fricative earlier than the 25% timepoint. A high percentage of /s#ʃ/ sequences was completely assimilated at the 25% timepoint, and
hardly displayed any changes in the articulation between the 25% and 75% timepoint analysis (see Figure 6). The question arises whether these tokens may display
some dynamic change in the articulation prior to or later than our analysis timepoint. Generally, judging from visual inspection of the time-aligned plots for the
/s#ʃ/ sequences for each subject, this is not the case. While /s#ʃ/ sequences may
indeed show intermediate EPG index values that change dynamically over the
course of the sibilant interval, there are repetitions that are indistinguishable from
/ʃ#ʃ/ sequences throughout the sibilant interval. The data of EN4 serve as an ex-
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Figure 11.

 ime-normalized EPG index for EN5, / ʃ #s/ sequences by set. The token showing progresT
sive assimilation discussed in the text is marked by an arrow.

ample here (Figure 12). This speaker shows only one intermediate production for
the CAPS/CASH set, the other repetitions of that set are unassimilated. For the
MISS/ FISH and PARIS/ PARISH sets, however, all repetitions are completely
assimilated throughout the sibilant interval and are, at least by our measures, virtually indistinguishable from the ensemble average for the homorganic /ʃ#ʃ/ condition. For /ʃ#s/, by contrast, we have just seen that there is always a change in the
articulation over the course of the sibilant interval, even if only during a very brief
period of time or an undershot final target.
Our final analysis concerns the relationship between degree of assimilation and
(acoustic) duration of the sibilant interval. As laid out in the Introduction, differences in duration between homorganic (control) sequences and assimilated heterorganic sequences have been used as a pivotal argument in the discussion of the
cognitive mechanisms underlying assimilation. A systematic correlation between
degree of assimilation and duration is predicted from a gestural perspective, but
not necessarily from a feature delinking account of assimilation. Comparisons of
surface duration of assimilated forms to homorganic clusters or singleton consonants for any given token are inherently problematic, since many factors influence
surface duration simultaneously. We therefore chose to look for a systematic
relationship between the duration of the sibilant interval for /s#ʃ/ and /ʃ#s/ sequences and the degree of assimilation at the 25% timepoint. These data are given
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Figure 12. Time-normalized EPG index for EN4, /s#ʃ / sequences by set.

in Figure 13. Duration data were normalized by computing the z-score for each
subject across all sets and cluster conditions. The CAPS/CASH set is excluded
from this analysis, because in this stimulus set, the /s/-final words have a labial
preceding the sibilant (caps), but the /ʃ/-final words do not (cash). This means that
the acoustic duration of the sibilant interval for conditions with final /s/ ( /s#ʃ/,
/s#s/ ) is systematically shorter compared to conditions with final /ʃ/ ( /ʃ#s, ʃ#ʃ/ ). We
therefore restrict our analysis in this part of the paper to the MISS/ FISH and
PARIS/ PARISH sets. This analysis will not collapse across these two sets, since
due to the unstressed syllable in the stimulus words paris and parish, we observe
systematic differences in the duration of the sibilant interval for the two sets.
To establish whether there is a systematic relationship between duration and
assimilation, we selected across subjects, but separately for each set, those tokens
with duration measures at or below the first quartile (the lower quarter of the data
for this measure) and those with duration measures at or above the third quartile
(the upper quarter of the data). We then ran a Wilcoxon ranksum test of the EPG
indices for those durationally short and long tokens to see whether the EPG index
at the 25% timepoint differs significantly for the two duration groups. Vice versa,
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Figure 13. z -scored duration of sibilant interval plotted against the assimilation index at the 25%
timepoint across all subjects for the PARIS/PARISH and MISS/FISH sets. / ʃ #s/ is on the
left, /s#ʃ / on the right.

we identified those tokens whose EPG index at the 25% timepoint was below
the lower quartile of the overall EPG index distribution, and also those above the
upper quartile. Again, a Wilcoxon ranksum test was used to determine whether the
25% most and 25% least assimilated tokens differed significantly in duration
(again, this was done across subjects, but separately for each set and sibilant order).
Table 6 gives the mean index and mean duration values for the respective 25%
groups. For the /ʃ#s/ order for both sets, the longest tokens have lower EPG index
values compared to the shortest tokens (recall that the reference EPG index value
for /ʃ/ is −1). Vice versa, for both sets for the /s#ʃ/ order, the longest tokens have
Table 6. A
 verage EPG index values (25% timepoint) for the tokens with the longest and shortest durations, and average duration values for tokens with the least and most assimilated EPG index
values at the 25% timepoint.
Sibilant
Order

Set

Average EPG Index (25% timepoint)
longest tokens
(highest quantile)

shortest tokens
(lowest quantile)

Average Duration
(z-scored)
25% least
assimilated
tokens

25% most
assimilated
tokens

ʃ#s

MISS/ FISH
PARIS/ PARISH

−0.68
−0.53

−0.43
0.04

0.35
0.38

−0.47
−0.83

s#ʃ

MISS/ FISH
PARIS/ PARISH

0.11
−0.01

−0.59
−0.73

0.59
−0.59

0.18
−0.87
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on average higher index values than the shortest tokens, meaning they are relatively less assimilated (the reference EPG index value for /s/ is 1). This is precisely
the pattern to be expected if there is a systematic correlation between degree of
assimilation and duration: the more assimilated, the shorter. The duration analysis
underscores this result, since all differences are in the expected direction. On average the 25% least assimilated tokens have longer durations compared to the 25%
most assimilated tokens. Statistically, all comparisons except for /ʃ#s/ for the
MISS/ FISH set were significant at the .01 level.
4.

Discussion

The goal of our study was to investigate the order effect in English sibilant
assimilation. Our analysis was able to clearly establish that both sequences, /ʃ#s/
and /s#ʃ/, show assimilation, yet still differ significantly in their assimilatory patterns. A /s#ʃ/ sequence may assimilate rather strongly towards a typical /ʃ/ production, and in some cases be indistinguishable from a /ʃ#ʃ/ production on the measures used. /ʃ#s/ on the other hand shows only a comparatively minor tendency to
assimilate towards /s/, and even shows progressive assimilation for some tokens,
towards /ʃ/. Taken together, this supports word-final /s/ being more prone to
assimilation than word-final /ʃ/ in a sibilant-sibilant context. Assimilated sequences
always differ in their EPG and acoustic patterns from /s#s/ sequences. Like many
other studies on assimilation, our investigation reveals co-existence of gradient
and complete assimilations. Assimilated sequences are significantly shorter compared to non-assimilated sequences, as shown by our duration analysis. This effect
was significant except for /ʃ#s/, MISS/ FISH set. The /ʃ#s/ MISS/ FISH set can be
expected to display the least assimilation, since the order /ʃ#s/ is less likely to be
assimilated to begin with. There may also be an effect of stress making the unstressed syllable in the words paris and parish more prone to assimilation compared to the MISS/ FISH stimuli (see de Jong, Beckman, and Edwards, 1993, for
the effects of stress on coarticulation). Overall a systematic relationship between
duration and assimilation could be established. This opens the possibility that
complete assimilations are simply the endpoint of a continuum of overlap and
reduction. However, this proposal remains unsatisfactory, since the crucial difference between the two sibilant orders that needs to be accounted for lies in the
complete assimilation we may observe for /s#ʃ/ (consider Figure 12) but never for
the other order. We now consider how perceptual and articulatory factors may
condition the asymmetry.
As laid out in the Introduction, asymmetries in assimilation patterns have pre
viously been analysed from a perceptual perspective by positing consonant and
context-specific perceptibility scales. However, little can be found about sibilants
in this literature, especially in CC clusters. Hura et al. (1992) investigate differences in misperceptions between stops, nasals, and fricatives. They find that of
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these three consonant classes, fricatives are most reliably identified correctly, yet
their study does not directly target any potential differences among the sibilants.
Whalen (1991) finds that in a fricative interval consisting of artificially concatenated /s/ and /ʃ/ portions in either order, the fricatives have the same cross-over
points in their perceptual identification curves, confirming that there is no perceptual asymmetry among the two sibilants. Kohler (1990) argues that assimilation
occurs for perceptually weak consonants and positions and cites as evidence for
this hypothesis that due to their high perceptual salience (German) fricatives do
not generally assimilate (see also Jun 2004). In a later textbook publication he
notes in passing that specifically /s#ʃ/ sequences in German may in fact assimilate
in order to reduce the high degree of articulatory complexity (Kohler 1995). Overall, none of these perception-based accounts can be extended in a non-circular
fashion to the asymmetric sibilant assimilation patterns as revealed in the current
study.
Resistance to coarticulation has approached asymmetries in assimilatory behaviour from an articulatory perspective. Consonants have been shown to differ in
resistance to coarticulation primarily as a function of the control they exert on the
tongue dorsum, as well as factors such as manner and mutual compatibility of the
demands on the articulators (Recasens et al. 1997; Recasens and Espinosa 2009).
Recasens (1999) synthesises a variety of studies on coarticulation, citing several
studies in support of the generalization that the extent of carryover versus anticipatory coarticulation varies as a function of tongue dorsum involvement. For consonant vowel coarticulation in VCV sequences, highly constrained consonants show
more carryover than anticipatory coarticulation, while less constrained consonants
show a predominance of anticipatory coarticulation. The less the tongue dorsum is
constrained for a given consonant, the more anticipatory coarticulation will be
observed. The higher degree of carryover assimilation is hypothesized to result
from the relatively strong control of the dorsum in conjunction with an assumed
high degree of biomechanical inertia of the tongue dorsum at the release (cf. also
Recasens et al. 1997). To some extent the results of our study are consistent with
these studies: /ʃ#s/ showed some progressive assimilation and the articulation during the sibilant interval always changed dynamically from a /ʃ/-like or intermediate
value to a /s/-like or intermediate value. That is, there was always evidence for two
successive targets, whereas for some tokens of /s#ʃ/ sequences, no such evidence
was present and assimilation was strictly regressive. Yet both sequences showed a
clear preference for regressive assimilation: There was no clear asymmetry in the
direction of assimilation. Rather, the asymmetry lies in the higher propensity for /s/
to assimilate in word-final position and the stochastic occurrence of complete
assimilation for only one of the orders ( /s#ʃ/ ). While coarticulation resistance may
not suffice to account for the order effect in sibilant assimilation, it may still be the
case that differences in articulatory control structures are the basis for the observed
pattern. We will now consider in more detail articulatory differences between the
sibilants.
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The phonological specification of the sibilants as [+/− anterior] implies a relatively similar tongue shape that differs mainly in degree of anteriority. Phonetically, it seems rather to be the case that English /ʃ/ and /s/ are articulated with more
global differences in their constrictions, and we believe that these differences may
be implicated in the observed asymmetries in behaviour.7 Despite a similar horizontal location of the narrowest constriction point for the sibilants, the tongue
shape behind the constriction differs dramatically (Stone, Faber, Raphael, and
Shawker 1992; Toda and Honda 2003; Toda 2009). Several studies show very
distinct posterior tongue shapes immediately behind the narrowest constriction
point, and suggest an active positioning of the dorsum for /ʃ/, but not for /s/. The
dorsal control difference arises from the need to achieve an appropriate crosssectional tongue shape, constriction length, and distance of the tongue tip to the
lower incisors and hence size of the sublingual cavity (Perkell et al. 1979; Stone
et al. 1992; Perkell et al. 2004; Toda and Maeda 2006). Data from several further
studies are consistent with the view that /ʃ/ exerts a greater dorsal control compared to /s/. Hoole et al. (1993) find for English that the tongue dorsum has more
freedom to vary in /s/ compared to /ʃ/, and that /ʃ/ has a stronger tendency to favour
carryover (as opposed to anticipatory) coarticulation compared to /s/. Pouplier
(2003, 2008) argues in the context of speech errors that sibilants are articulated
with different gestures: She suggests that /ʃ/, but not /s/, has a tongue body gesture,
while both sibilants control the position of the tongue tip. Further, Stone et al.
(1992) investigated cross-sectional tongue shape during the articulation of the different sibilants. They found that the grooving for /s/ was more affected by vowel
context compared to /ʃ/. An ultrasound study by Zharkova et al. (2009) suggests
that global tongue shape in /s/ is more variable in different vowel contexts compared to /ʃ/, even though a global difference in variability was not supported in
Hoole et al.’s (1993) EMA study. Further support for the idea that there may be an
asymmetry in the control structures underlying the sibilants comes from Perkell
et al. (1979). The authors point out that the articulation of /s/ may involve relatively less articulatory precision in horizontal tongue positioning compared to /ʃ/.
This is so because /ʃ/ requires a precise control of the distance of the tongue tip to
the lower incisors so as to ensure a sufficient size of the sublingual cavity. /s/ on
the other hand is articulated with the tongue making contact with the lower incisors and thus allows for a rather “crude” ( p. 112) fronting movement, which can
probably be taken to mean a ballistic fronting of the tongue.8 A dorsal constriction
is one means by which the distance to the lower incisors can be controlled (see for
instance Figure 2e and f in Toda and Honda 2003). Even for subjects who employ
a more retroflex rather than a bunched configuration for /ʃ/ (Toda [2009] speaks in
the context of French of two different strategies for articulating /ʃ/, and also for
English more retroflex articulations can be observed), the tongue still needs to be
positioned such that there is a sufficiently long constriction and an appropriate
distance to the lower teeth. This would nonetheless imply a tighter tongue shape
control for /ʃ/ compared to /s/.
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For the current study, all these observations about sibilant articulation may be
drawn together and be interpreted to the effect that the different constrictions with
which the two sibilants are produced may lead to different consequences of overlap depending on the order. Temporal overlap is intrinsically biased toward C2,
since the second consonant will usually have a period where it dominates the vocal
tract, after C1 no longer or only weakly exerts an influence on the vocal tract
(Ohala 1990). If /ʃ/ and /s/ differ in their control of the tongue body ( because /ʃ/
generally imposes more constraints on tongue shape and distance to the lower incisors), a temporal sliding of a tongue tip gesture for /s/ into the more tightly controlled gestural constellation for /ʃ/ (in a /ʃ#s/ sequence) can be assumed to be of
comparatively little consequence for the /ʃ/, especially if /ʃ/ controls both the
tongue tip and the tongue body, as some studies suggest.9 If on the other hand, in a
/s#ʃ/ sequence, the more strongly controlled tongue body part of /ʃ/ comes to overlap with the less controlled /s/, the area behind the constriction and the distance to
the lower incisors would in such a scenario be fully dominated by /ʃ/, leading to
strong (near complete) regressive assimilation effects. ( Note that even though
tongue body differences between the sibilants are posterior to the source, they can
nonetheless affect the acoustic output [Perkell et al. 1979: 113]; likewise the difference in constriction length which may be concomittant with the positioning of
the tongue body towards the hard palate seems to be an important determinant of
the acoustics [Toda and Maeda, 2006]). Small variations in the timing of the overlapping sequence could therefore have relatively stronger consequences for a /s#ʃ/
sequence compared to a /ʃ#s/ sequence. Note though that this account predicts
that sequences such as fish soup should, in cases of a sufficiently high degree of
overlap, be audibly pronounced as similar to fi[ ʃʃ ]oup, but this is certainly an
exception, while complete assimilations for /s#ʃ/ are the rule rather than the
exception. Rather, it seems that differences in tongue body/shape control may lead
to a somewhat greater degree of assimilation for /s#ʃ/ sequences, but other factors
are at play in conditioning the occurrence of complete assimilation for that order
only.
Our study adds to the patterns observed in many newer studies of assimilation.
Both complete and gradient assimilation co-occur regularly in a fashion not predicted by any theoretical account of assimilation in a straightforward way. This
leads one to recognize that setting up a dichotomy between cognitive/phonological
and physical/phonetic approaches may ultimately not be very useful for understanding assimilatory patterns. A dichotomy is not compatible with fuzzy or nondeterministic interpretations of gradual change from phonetic to phonological distributions. Instead modular theories by their very nature require there to be discrete
discontinuities, an assumption for which there is little empirical support (Scobbie
2007). Another approach to the emergence and coexistence of categorical and gradient effects is provided by models of how frequency and probability in language
use can influence lexical representations over the course of time. We therefore
wish to suggest that while the differences in the articulation of /s/ and /ʃ/ are likely
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at the origin of a slight order effect in sibilant assimilation, such starkly different
assimilation patterns may be conditioned by the interaction of these articulatory
factors with frequency and phonotactic probability effects in language use.
The impact of language use on lexical representations has been captured in exemplar models such as proposed by Pierrehumbert (2001) and Bybee (2000, 2001)
as well as in a dynamic field model of lexical representations as recently sketched
out by Gafos and Kirov (2009). Based on lenition and related phenomena, this
work has shown how the interaction of perception and production through language use can lead to the lexical entrenchment of gradual changes in articulation
that are due to variability in how a given token is produced. More frequent and
more predictable words are more prone to reduction and lenition compared to lowfrequency words. Codas, in particular in word-final position, are generally seen as
positions in which consonants (notably stops) undershoot their targets and undergo
lenition. Word-final sibilants in English are, however, not usually described as
undershooting their targets with respect to place or manner. Rather, we suspect that
consonant timing can be affected by frequency, and that this may lead to entrenchment phenomena in consonant timing similar to lenition. If /s#ʃ/ has articulatorily
a bias toward stronger assimilation and this order of sibilants is phonotactically
more frequent, the interaction of a production bias and phonotactic probability in
language use may lead, we argue, to the emergence of an optional allophonic variation (a bimodal probability distribution) for /-s/ final words when followed by /ʃ/.
This would obviate the necessity to assume two separate assimilation mechanisms
that may lead to gradient or categorical effects respectively. Gradient assimilation
may over the course of time, through the shaping force of linguistic experience on
lexical representations or their activations, become categorical in that an underyling /ʃ/ is produced instead of a /s/, and the realizations as /ʃ#ʃ/ may appear in a
stochastic fashion.
Several studies have shown that collocational frequencies of lexical items determine the phonetic variation with which the words are produced, and have argued
that multiword chunks serve as processing units (Gregory, Raymond, Bell, FoslerLussier, and Jurafsyk 1999; Bybee 2002; Jaeger and Hoole in press). We suspect
that beyond collocational frequency, phonotactic probability is likely to condition
similar effects. While there is evidence that certain highly frequent multiword
phrases form lexical processing units and may have their own production dynamic,
our current data point to a more general effect. It can hardly be argued that the
stimuli employed in the current experiment are highly frequent processing chunks.
Rather, our data suggest that frequency or phonotactic probability may affect the
timing (overlap, coarticulation) of gestures with more frequent sequences being
produced with more overlap. While we cannot provide data on phonotactic probability for the two sibilant orders, final /s/ can probably be assumed to be more
frequent than /ʃ/ in English due to the plural and the third person singular morpheme endings.10 It has so far not explicitly been modelled how gestural timing or
coupling relations generally may be affected by frequency dynamics. Moreover,
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relatively little modelling work has been done on timing relationships between
words ( but see Smith 1995; Saltzman, Nam, Krivokapic, and Goldstein 2008), but
it seems that this is the kind of work needed in order to enhance our models of
assimilation. We would like to argue then that we do not need two separate
assimilation mechanisms to account for sibilant assimilation, but do need a better
understanding of how frequency and probability affect articulatory timing relations within and across words and how language use may feedback to influence
intergestural timing, potentially leading to entrenchment and the evolution of allophonic variants.
5.

Concluding remarks

The fundamental result of our study is that there is a qualitative difference in sibilant assimilation due to the order the sibilants appear in, which cannot be accounted
for by any existing single model of word-boundary assimilation in a straight
forward fashion. We find that both sequences show regressive assimilation, but
/s#ʃ/ sequences may be produced such that they approach forms that are, by
our reduced measures, indistinguishable from underlying /ʃ#ʃ/ productions. /ʃ#s/
sequences, on the other hand, always show some evidence of two articulatory
targets overlapping/blending to varying degrees. Our proposal is that differences
in tongue body control cause a bias for /s#ʃ/ assimilation to be stronger than /ʃ#s/
assimilation. In interaction with a potentially asymmetric phonotactic probability,
this may have led to the evolution of an optional occurrence of complete assimilation for final /s/ followed by initial /ʃ/. The data are consistent with the idea of a
dynamic relationship between speech production, perception, and cognitive representations, as it is modelled in recent usage-based accounts of consonant lenition.
We have argued that these models need to be extended to take into account intergestural timing relationships as part of this dynamic interaction.
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Notes
1.

We prefer the term ‘complete’ to ‘categorical’, since any absence of differences is always relative
to the measures and statistical evaluations employed. By hypothesis, any given measure may
allow one to infer that a discrete category change has occurred.
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Note though that, strictly speaking, symbolic timing slots do not carry any inherent predictions
about surface durations, since physical time except for left-to-right sequencing is explicitly not
part of this type of representation.
A nonlinear phonological account that specifically predicts asymmetries in sibilant assimilation is
provided by underspecification theory in which it is assumed that [+anterior] is underspecified
(Lahiri 1991). This correctly predicts that assimilation patterns should vary as a function of the
order of sibilants, assuming a stipulation that assimilation is exclusively regressive (otherwise
both sibilant orders should result in /ʃ#ʃ/, since the specified feature would spread to occupy the
underspecified slot in both cases). However, underspecification theory suffers from the same
drawbacks as a purely Autosegmental account in assuming assimilation to be a categorical phenomenon by definition.
This stimulus set was included to have a set similar to the one employed by Nolan et al. (1996);
they used “claps Shaun, claps Paul, clap Shaun.”
Center of gravity is able to provide a broad classification of the sibilants (Forrest, Weismer,
Milenkovic, and Dougall 1988), but has been shown to be less suitable for more fine-grained effects in sibilant production (Jones and Munhall 2003).
It will be observed that values of the acoustic index are usually not as close to the extreme values
of +/−1 as are the values of the EPG index. This is related to the fact that EPG contact values have
only two possible values. Thus it is not unusual for a measured EPG frame to be virtually identical
to one of the reference patterns from the homorganic contexts, whereas with the continuous range
of values possible for spectral amplitude it will probably be the case that even, for example, a
clear /ʃ/ token from a non-homorganic context will differ slightly at every frequency from the
amplitude values of the reference /ʃ/ averaged over all homorganic tokens.
Rather large inter-speaker differences can be found in the articulation of sibilants; see for instance
Toda (2009) or Fletcher and Newman (1991). Whether these differences are causally related to
speaker differences in assimilation patterns is unknown.
Also for Catalan, Recasens et al. (1997) assume that /s/ in contrast to /ʃ/ does not directly control
the position of the tongue body, and it is mainly because of manner that /s/ and /ʃ/ are equal in
coarticulation resistance. This suggests similarities to the English sibilant articulation, yet sibilant
articulation may differ substantially across languages (Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996; Toda
2009). How this interacts with assimilation patterns is a highly interesting point for future
research.
For conflicting demands on the same articulator, gestural theory predicts a blended output (Browman and Goldstein 1990b); what exactly that would mean for the tongue tip during overlapping
sibilant production is unclear and could probably only be solved by a detailed modelling study.
See also Recasens et al. (1997) for an investigation of the effects of articulator compatibility and
conflict on coarticulation.
A CELEX (Baayen, Piepenbrock, and Gulikers 1995) English word form count reveals that there
are over 15 times more /-s/ final compared to /-ʃ/ final word forms, with /-s/ final word forms also
having an on average higher token frequency. Comparing the CELEX count for /ʃ-/ and /s-/ initial
word forms, we find that there are again about 8 times more /s-/ initial word forms, however, /ʃ-/
initial word forms have on average a higher token frequency than /s-/ initial word forms.
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